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POLICY
The EMS Medical Director shall reapprove ECRNs every four years if the ECRN:
1. Is a Registered Professional Nurse in accordance with the Nursing and Advanced Practice
Nursing Act; and
2. Has completed 32 hours of continuing education in a four-year period
3. Any CE hours submitted to the EMS Office for credit must be pure pre-hospital content
i.e: EMS System Policy and Procedures, Region VIII CE, or Standard Operating
Procedures. No credit will be given for ACLS, PALS, TNS, TNCC, APLS, ENA PEDS,
CPR, etc.
MANDATORY
A.
B.
C.

There will be IDPH mandated annual training on the MERCI radio.
Every 2 years there will be a mandatory SOP/Policy update held. There will be a
$100 charge if a make-up session must be scheduled.
All ECRNs (and EMTs) must successfully take the monthly CE quizzes to meet
Region VIII compliance requirements.

OPTIONS for the remaining six (6) hours:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Four (4) hours ambulance ride time/year.
Attend paramedic three (3) hour CE presentation at fire department or hospital.
EMS Symposium/Conference (maximum four (4) hours) (pre-approval necessary).
Develop an EMS Case Study including pre-hospital care, ED course, and hospital stay (if
appropriate) and present in an appropriate forum (staff meeting, paramedic CE, telemetry
review etc.) 1-2 hours CE awarded.
Staff meeting education program with EMS/Emergency Preparedness focus maximum
two (2) hours.
Documented re-education with ambulance crew one (1) hour.
Precepting a new ECRN - 10 documented calls one (1) hour.
Precepting paramedic student during ED clinical time. Prorate schedule with a maximum

9.
10.
11.

of two (2) hours.
Assisting in paramedic class practical or lecturing (hour-for-hour).
BTLS, PHTLS or any other national curriculum pre-hospital course (maximum four (4)
hours.
Hour- for-hour credit will be given for telemetry log review for documentation
completeness to a maximum of three (3) hours.

This is not an all inclusive list. If you have ideas or questions about what is appropriate for
program credit, check with EMSS Coordinator.

